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 Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) exhibit high aspect ratios that can lead 
to extreme anisotropic mechanical and electrical properties if macroscopically aligned 
SWCNT ensembles can be made.  Here, we used simple macro-scale bubble structures to 
align SWCNTs in larger quantities and in less time compared to pre-existing methods.  
We mixed SWCNTs, surfactant, and water to make the macro-scale bubbles that were 
composed of three layers with a total thickness of around 1 µm.  The inner and outer 
surfaces of these bubbles were made up of surfactant and the middle layer was composed 
of SWCNTs and water.  After using a pipette to create a 5 to 25 mm diameter bubble, 
pressing a glass substrate against a living bubble garnered a flat sample for testing.  We 
demonstrated the bubble's aligning qualities from this two-dimensional imprint via 
polarized Raman microscopy.  Since SWCNT's Raman G-bands intensities are dependent 
on the polarization of light, the alignment direction and intensity were determined by 
using a half-wave plate and light polarizer.  Our results show that SWCNTs can be 
aligned in bubbles oriented towards the peak apex of the bubble structure.  We also have 
evidence that SWCNTs are aligned tangent to the curvature of the bubble near the 
boundary.  Possible reasons for these behaviors include water molecule runoff down the 
side of the bubble and surface tension forces pulling the SWCNTs into thin spaces where 
they are forced to align.  Our method is promising for a wide range of applications that 
include nanoelectronics, sensors, and photonic devices. 	  
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Bubble for Carbon Nanotube Alignment

Bubble to Substrate Printing Process

press a glass substrate print the bubble flip the upper substratemake a bubble
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Light Polarization Dependence is 
Used to Determine CNT Orientation 

G-band Raman image

Spinning Bubble During Substrate Transfer Offers 
Radially Aligned CNTs along the boundary

Peaks at 90 degrees represent vertical alignment at the 
selected scanning area. 0 and 180 represent horizontal 
alignment at this locations.
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Conclusion

Mechanisms for Alignment

500 rpm

Near the top boundary, CNTs are aligned vertically, pointed 
radially towards the center of the circle.   At the left boundary, 
CNTs are pointed horizontally, also radially aligned.   At the center, 
CNTs are randomly aligned. 

Optical setup of polarized Raman microscopy

G-band Raman image

SEM image of SWCNTs
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Schematic of alignment of SWCNTs in bubble sources that are enriched in either semicon-
ducting or metallic species. It is thus very
promising for new device applications.

Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate
(SDBS)wasused to disperse SWNTmaterial
(Figure 1a) into individualized SWNTs.[21]

The film-deposition method is described
schematically in Figure 1d. Briefly, a bubble
of SWNT dispersion is formed in controlled
humidity conditions and in the absence of
vibrations. The drainage of water within the
surfactant walls leads to the confinement of
the nanotubes. Films become invisible when
the thickness is sufficiently thin, as shown in
Figure 1c. A wafer with hydrophobic char-
acter is then brought into gentle contact with
thebubble torealize the transfer.Largerfilms
can be obtained by forming larger bubbles
before deposition.[10,11] It should be noted
that we are also able to perform SWNT
planar film deposition using a rectangular
frame.[22]The transferredfilmconstitutesofa
monolayer of SWNTs confined within a
bilayer of SDBS (Figure 1b). The two-
dimensional (2D) structure of this film –
the overall thickness of!5nmwasmeasured
byX-rayreflectivity(SupportingInformation
Figure S1) – is thus very different from the
3D-like structure reported inReference [19].

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the deposited
SWNT film were taken from different locations on the
substrate. Figure 2 shows typical AFM topographic images
taken in the central and outer zones of the film. It is clear that a
high-density SWNT film is obtained on the whole deposition
area. In the center of the film, corresponding to the top of
the bubble, the carbon nanotubes are randomly oriented
(Figure 2a). However, the most striking and important feature
is that, away from the central part of the deposition area and all
around it, carbon nanotubes are highly aligned (Figure 2b and
c). This marked difference between the center and outer zones
is likely due to the strong ‘‘alignment process’’ induced by the
water drainage prior to deposition. Carbon nanotubes
reorganize while water falls down from the top of the bubble;
that is, at the top, there is no preferential orientation of the
SWNTs, whereas on the sides of the bubble, the SWNTs
spontaneously orient along the water-flow direction. The
analysis of AFM images shows that !80% of the SWNTs are
aligned approximately within 158 of the average local
orientation direction. Such high-quality alignment is signifi-
cantly better than that recently reported by LeMieux et al.[16]

(!71% of the SWNTs within 208 of the average orientation in
their films made by spin coating). We must underline that
depositionmust be achieved after the completewater drainage,
when the bubble turns ‘‘black’’. If the bubble film is transferred
onto silicon substrate at a too early a stage (i.e., toomuch liquid
water is remaining within the film core), one might obtain a
random SWNT distribution. This disorder occurs immediately
after the film deposition and just before the final evaporation.
The initial concentration of the SWNT solution is a critical

Figure 1. a) SDBS molecules (white/blue) cover the surface of SWNT
(black) to make it water soluble. b) Schematic drawing of a SWNT film.
After water drainage, the film is made of an external SDBS bilayer (red/
black), which confines an internal SWNTmonolayer (made of the SDBS–
SWNT complexes shown in (a)). c) Photograph of a bubble during
drainage, turning black from the top. d) Schematics of the experimental
setup for transferring a bubble onto the silicon substrate. The bottom is a
bubble formedonto a filter paper full of solution. Thebubble is limitedby
two SDBS-molecule walls surrounding a water core containing SDBS–
SWNTcomplexes(representedbysmallblack lines).Thesiliconsubstrate
is fixed on the descending support right above the bubble in order to
perform the deposition.

Figure 2. AFMtopographic imagesofSDBS–SWNTfilmonetchedSi(111)recordeda)at thefilm
centre, corresponding to the top of the bubble and b,c) in different outer zones of the film,
corresponding to the sideof thebubble. d) Schematic drawingof bubbleanddepositedSDBS–
SWNT film on a silicon substrate.
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1 wt% of SWCNTs provided by Rice University was loaded into water with SDBS 
surfactant and then the solution was sonicated for 1 hr.  Then bundled SWCNTs were 
removed by centrifugation (173,600 g, 10 min).
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Water molecule runoff contacting CNTs

Surface tension pulling CNTs into a thin area

The popping dynamics 

Centripetal forces

Macro-scale bubbles cause SWCNTs to align naturally in the membrane of the 
bubble and azimuthally along the boundary.  When bubbles are spun, they exhibit 
radially aligned CNTs in the coffee ring of the substrate. 
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A glass substrate is pressed against the bubble before it pops in order to catch a 
permanent picture of the CNTs.  This substrate is then used for analysis using Raman 
microscopy.

CNTs that are parallel to the polarization of light exhibit 
greater G-band intensities than perpendicular CNTs. 
By manipulating light polarization angles and measuring the 
G-band heights, we were able to determine the alignment 
orientation of CNTs.
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Top view of coffee ring

Pol.

Center: random CNT orientation

Side walls: radial alignment

Coffee ring boundary: azimuthal

CNT alignment in the coffee ring

While the bubble is being spun at 500 rpm, the glass substrate is pressed down as far 
as possible onto the spinning bubble. This substrate is held until the bubble pops and is 
then used for testing under Raman microscopy. 

Pol.

Since bubbles are macroscopic in nature, being able to 
manipulate micro-scale materials with them would 
serve as a convenient and cost effective method for 
interacting between macro-scale objects and nanoscale 
dependent qualities. Bubbles, having a wall thickness 
between 400 nm and 1300 nm and a diameter between 
5mm-25mm, could prove to be a useful tool for future 
research. 
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Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) possess 
extreme aspect ratios (about 1nm diameter and 
1µm in length) that lead to highly anisotropic 
properties that make alignment crucial for 
harnessing certain unique characteristics. Here, we 
investigated how simple, macro-scale bubbles align 
SWCNTs. 

Light becomes polarized horizontally at the 
polarizer.  The half-wave plate manipulates 
the angle from 0 -180 degrees.  Raman 
scattering takes place and sends light back 
up through the lens and wave plates to be 
measured. 

Azimuthal alignment is seen on the coffee ring boundary of 
the bubble.  The Raman intensity reached its peak around 0 
degrees, showing that the CNTs were aligned horizontally 
along the boundary. In the thinner outer edge of the coffee 
ring, a 9:1 peak intensity height to minimum intensity height 
is exhibited. 

CNTs in the boundary are aligned 
radially in spun bubbles.  This is shown 
by the peak at 0 degrees when the 
polarization of light is horizontal.  This is 
opposite to usual CNT behavior that 
takes place in the coffee ring. 
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